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AT&T Business Center 

Inside wiring and equipment for 
AT&T Switched Ethernet Service 
with Network on Demand 
When you use AT&T Switched EthernetSM with Network on Demand, you 
need inside wiring from the equipment that AT&T installs in your building to 
your router. 

Inside wiring overview 
Cable and connector specifications 
AT&T-install 
Customer-provided inside wiring 

Inside wiring overview 

Inside wiring includes wiring from the wall jack in your office where your router is located 
to the AT&T equipment and demarcation device in your building. When you order your first 
port, AT&T installs equipment and a demarcation device in your building. This equipment is 
usually installed in your telecommunications room (TR), as shown in this diagram. 

 

Image 1: Your office building with the inside wiring between your router and the AT&T 
equipment 

You need a router with a port interface that supports the inside wiring between your 
router and the AT&T equipment and demarcation device. Before you choose a port 
interface, you need to verify the port interface of your router. The port interface you 
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choose must match the port on your router. Make sure that the port type you choose 
supports the distance between your router and the AT&T equipment in your building. 

Cable and connector specifications 

The following lists show the distances that data can be reliably transmitted using different 
port types. 

100Mbps electrical port details 

• Port type—100BASE-T electrical Ethernet 
• Cable or wire—Category 6 (CAT6) copper wire is recommended. 

Note: You can use copper CAT5e cable, but you may get errors if you go beyond 
100Mbps. Upgrades require either CAT6 or fiber optic cabling. 

• Connector type—RJ-45 (T568B wiring pattern) 
• Maximum distance—Up to 300 feet or 91 meters 

Note: This is the distance from your router to the AT&T equipment in the building. This 
distance provides a cushion for the actual wire distance limitations. 

• Benefits—Easier installation 
• Limitations—Some susceptibility to interference. Greatest distance limitations and 

least bandwidth 

1Gbps electrical port details 

• Port type—100BASE–T electrical Ethernet 
• Cable or wire—Category 6 (CAT6) copper wire 
• Connector type—RJ-45 (T568B wiring pattern) 
• Maximum distance—Up to 300 feet or 91 meters 

Note: The distance from your router to the AT&T equipment in the building. The 
distances listed provide a cushion for the actual wire distance limitations. 

• Benefits—Easier installation 
• Limitations—Some susceptibility to interference. Greatest distance limitations 

1 or 10Gbps single-mode optical port details 

• Port type—1000BASE-LX fiber optic cable 
Note: A small form-factor pluggable (SFP) is needed if you have a router with empty 
SFP sockets. The SFP fits into the socket on the router and the wire or fiber connector 
is inserted into the SFP. The type of SFP must match the port type you select. 

• Cable or wire—9/125 micron single-mode fiber optic cable (1310 nanometer) 
Note: You need two fiber cables. 

• Connector type—SC-UPC 
Note: You may need an LC-SC jumper cable to connect your router to the wall jack. 

• Maximum distance—Any distance 
Note: The distance from your router to the AT&T equipment in the building. 

• Benefits—Best quality, longest distance, and greatest transmission capacity 
• Limitations—Greater installation skill required 
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1 or 10Gbps multi-mode optical port details 

• Port type—1000BASE-SX fiber optic cable 
Note: A small form-factor pluggable (SFP) is needed if you have a router with empty 
SFP sockets. The SFP fits into the socket on the router and the wire or fiber connector 
is inserted into the SFP. The type of SFP must match the port type you select. 

• Cable or wire—50/125 micron multi-mode fiber optic cable (850 nanometer) 
Note: You need two fiber cables. 

• Connector type—SC-UPC 
Note: You may need an LC-SC jumper cable to connect your router to the wall jack. 

• Maximum distance—Up to 1,000 feet or 304 meters 
Note: The distance from your router to the AT&T equipment in the building. The 
distances listed provide a cushion for the actual wire distance limitations. 

• Benefits—Common premise fiber 
• Limitations—Greater installation skill is required, and there are distance limitations. 

You can choose from two installation options for your inside wiring: 

• AT&T-installed wiring 
• Customer-provided inside wiring 

AT&T-installed wiring 

In most cases, AT&T can complete the inside wiring on the same day as the port 
installation. Delays may occur for any of the following conditions: 

• Labor agreements or property management rules that prevent AT&T from placing 
cabling in your building 

• A cabling distance between the AT&T equipment and your customer equipment that’s 
more than 328 feet for electrical or 500 feet for optical service 

• No existing space or pathway available to run the cabling safely or without 
construction in the building 

• Work required in areas that have been certified or suspected as having asbestos, 
hazardous materials, or a hazardous environment 

• Custom material requirements, such as signal repeaters or extenders, media 
converters, or other electronic equipment that requires power 

If any of these conditions exist, we’ll discuss alternative options for inside wiring with you. 
Your AT&T technician determines final eligibility at the time of installation. Also, there may 
be additional charges if installation requires special construction activity or equipment, 
such as: 

• Scissor lift 
• Extension ladder 
• Hammer drill 
• Concrete saw 
• Jackhammer, and so on. 
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Customer-provided inside wiring 

If you decide to install the inside wiring yourself or choose another company to install it, 
give the following to the installer or vendor: 

• The AT&T demarcation Information 
• The port type and cable type information (see Cable and connector specifications) 

AT&T demarcation device 

The AT&T technician selects the appropriate demarcation device for your site. The 
demarcation device, that’s included with your service installation, is typically installed in 
your building's Telecommunications room. You may see a similar device on the wall of your 
office. 

The AT&T technician labels the demarcation device with your circuit ID. Electrical Ethernet 
requires one RJ-45 connector and optical fiber requires two SC-UCP connectors. 
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